Looking for more suggestions?

MHL has a number of services to help you find books and other materials that you might enjoy!

NoveList and BookBrowse will help you find new titles based on other books you’ve enjoyed. Find these two services at [https://www.mhl.org/online-resources/databases](https://www.mhl.org/online-resources/databases).

NoveList

Looking for books to read? Find them at BookBrowse

**Unsheltered**

by Barbara Kingsolver

The story of two families, in two centuries, who live at the corner of Sixth and Plum, as they navigate the challenges of surviving a world in the throes of major cultural shifts.

There there

by Tommy Orange

A novel that grapples with the complex history and identity of Native Americans follows twelve characters, each of whom has private reasons for traveling to the Big Oakland Powwow.

Can’t help myself : lessons and confessions from a modern advice columnist

by Meredith Goldstein

Part advice, part memoir, this is a funny, honest book by the woman behind the Boston Globe’s enormously popular Love Letters column.

Saga Vol. 9

by Fiona Staples

Hazel, Petrichor, Prince Robot, and Ghus set off on another spacefaring adventure in the midst of fake news and palpable terror.

Visit [https://www.mhl.org/book-recommendation-newsletters](https://www.mhl.org/book-recommendation-newsletters) to sign up for monthly suggestions of bestsellers to travel to romance and more!
Educated: a memoir
by Tara Westover
Traces the author’s experiences as a child born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, describing her participation in her family’s paranoid stockpiling activities and her resolve to educate herself well enough to earn an acceptance into a prestigious university and the unfamiliar world beyond.

The labyrinth of the spirits: a novel
by Carlos Ruiz Zafón
A conclusion to the best-selling series finds enigmatic Alicia Gris, supported by the Sempere family, uncovering one of the most shocking conspiracies in Spanish history.

Foe: a novel
by Iain Reid
In the near future, a man and his wife are visited by a mysterious stranger offering a chance for previously unimagined adventure, though the true exploration—and danger—might be closer to home. Reid does intrigue like no other and this book doesn’t disappoint.

Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine
by Gail Honeyman
Eleanor Oliphant — despite her social isolation and the rules she sets to survive weekends — insists that she is just fine. But is she really? The gentle overtures of a coworker who accepts her as she is gets things rolling and gives her the emotional support she needs when a horrific (and embarrassing) event forces her to reevaluate her life. As it turns out, Eleanor Oliphant is absolutely not completely fine... but she will be.

I’ll be gone in the dark: one woman’s obsessive search for the Golden State Killer
by Michelle McNamara
An account of the unsolved Golden State Killer case, written by the late author of the TrueCrimeDiary.com website and featuring an afterward by her husband, comedian Patton Oswalt, traces the rapes and murders of dozens of victims and the author’s determined efforts to help identify the killer and bring him to justice.

This will only hurt a little
by Busy Philipps
Presents a memoir by the beloved comedic actress known for her roles on Freaks and Geeks, Dawson’s Creek and Cougar Town, who has become a breakout star on Instagram.

Our souls at night
by Kent Haruf
A senior-aged widow and widower forge a loving bond over shared loneliness and respective histories, provoking local gossip and the disapproval of their grown children in ways that are further complicated by an extended visit by a sad young grandchild.

The adventure zone: here there be gerblins
by Clint McElroy
A graphic novel adapted from the popular role-playing game podcast follows the exploits of Taako the elf wizard, Merle the dwarf cleric, and Magnus the human warrior.

Tapestry of fortunes: a novel
by Elizabeth Berg
A best-selling novel by the author of Talk Before Sleep traces the shared journey of four women exploring their pasts including one who would find the daughter she gave up for adoption, one who would visit an ex-husband, a chef who would find new inspiration and a motivational speaker who would find a man she still loves.

The proposal
by Jasmine Guillory
A disastrous public wedding proposal results in a chance meeting between Nik and Carlos. What follows is a delightfully humorous and sweet story about two people falling for each other while remaining seemingly unaware of their blossoming romance. An engaging and upbeat multicultural romance.

Record of a spaceborn few
by Becky Chambers
A young apprentice, an alien academic, a caretaker for the dead, an archivist and others wrestle with profound questions after their evacuation ship, carrying the last humans on Earth, finally reaches its destination.

Heavy: An American Memoir
by Kiese Laymon
Laymon writes eloquently and honestly about the physical manifestations of violence, grief, trauma, and abuse on his own body. He writes of his own eating disorder and gambling addiction as well as similar issues that run throughout his family.